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 He is separated from his father, who is also a village boy, while travelling on a train. After he gets separated from his father, he wanders around Mumbai, and works in a hospital. The story, which is told in the third person, gives us the insight of the outside world, people and their lives, with the help of narrated stories. The title, a Hindi phrase, translates to "Soujanya Devaki Ghar Ki" (literally: "With
the head of a real Devaki, from the house of a real Devaki"). 'Na Ghar Ke Na Ghat Ke' was released on 14 August 2017 on Digital platforms, and received positive reviews. Plot Rahul is a young boy, who lacks intelligence. He comes from a village, and lives with his father. His father is poor and sometimes borrows money to pay the bills. He lives with his father, his mother, his grandmother and a

servant. His father has a dream of his son becoming a doctor, so he sends him to a college, and then a medical college, but his son does not pass the examination. This makes his father very unhappy. Rahul comes to Mumbai, and is separated from his father while he is travelling on a train. After he gets separated, he wanders around the city. He loses his memory and starts remembering different things.
He is found by a doctor, who gives him a job, as a helper in a hospital. One day, he comes across a beggar. The beggar is "Ramlal" (Rahul's childhood friend). He and his friend, Rahul, were both children, and have grown up together. They both meet a girl, Sonia, who is also Rahul's friend. He is about to marry her, but she has a boyfriend, Ramu. Ramu used to be Rahul's friend, too. Ramu insults
Ramlal, and ends up punching him. Rahul gets extremely angry, and beats Ramu. Rahul loses his memory, and is walking in the streets. He is found by a rich man named Mr. Verma (he is also a doctor), and is admitted in his hospital. He becomes Ramlal's helper. Rahul finds a beggar girl, Balgandu, who is very poor. He helps her get a job, as a nurse in the hospital. He also gets married to her, and

they have a son. He becomes 82157476af
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